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To cover

Context for change. 
Changing behaviors. 
5 Themes to consider. 



Just the right amount of irritating



We live in complex times 









More money to be made in making things 
complex & new.



Not everything changes that fast.





Our predictions of what will be big are not great







We like hardware 
and stuff that feels 
exciting











Often it’s software 



Marketplaces



UX’s



Business models



Or Philosophies and funding.



And boring hardware





  It really comes down to people





And what’s not changing
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Exploration through writing / debate 

Tom Goodwin 
TechCrunch - “Battle for the Customer Interface” 



Guide our Clients



2 Big Things



1) Digital Disappears

When a technology is here we don’t notice it



When was the last time you went online?









When was the last time you went to the 
electricity grid?



In Real Life becomes niche new behavior
Digital screens c50% of awake time



Share of global advertising revenue

Phase one. 
Pre Internet 



Phase two. 
Internet eats print



Phase three. 
Mobile creates incremental media
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Of “New” Media, Virtually All Moments are from Mobile.







Will tech companies become good at TV stuff,  
before TV Companies get good at Tech stuff? 

Mark Ritson’s thinking



TV is obsessed with TV Social Obsessed with 
Social

People just like what they like, not how they get it



Everything will be digital?

How it gets to people?
Can you place ads? 
Can you interact? 
What’s the context? 
What can you measure? 
Can you dynamically create?



2) Digital Transforms

When a technology arrives we apply it round 
the edges, then we rethink it.













Todays digital: 
Click to go to microsite 
Audience buying cheaper 

Meaning of digital: 
Interactive 
Dynamically placed 
Dynamically created 
Movement 
Sound  
Personalized 
Flows to other devices

Used for Performance Simply amazing



We forget how new “digital” is
We don’t know what we can make
We measure what we can, not what we should
Most KPI’s optimized against are irrelevant proxies



5 Considerations



1) Lines Blur



What’s this guy doing?



Is this AR?



What’s this channel?



What does Social Media mean?



What’s this? 



Radio 
Radio Station 
Radio Show 
Radio Ads

TV 
TV Channel 
TV Program 
TV Ads

Newspaper / Magazine 
News Brand / Magazine 
Articles 
Print Ads

The Media Channels of the past named by the 
single purpose hardware we consumed it on



Everything becomes a black mirror

Viewers consume content, not screens



Mixed methodology
Device - Mobile
Pipe - Digital
Technique - Search
Dynamic - Social
Professionalism - TV
Business Model - AVOD



Content Buying

Audience Buying

Context Buying?

1900-2006

2006-2019

2020?



Mobile

2) Intimate screens and data



Unlock your phone

Unlock your laptop
Let someone repair your TV

Unlock your tablet







This is not a future anyone wants



Outsourcing Cognition / Memory

Memory Knowledge

Skills



Voice Assistants?  What about Digital Assistants



Spreads to be an ecosystem

Voice becomes the glue



Voice becomes the glue 

A predictive, assistive web across all screens and devices. 

Personalized, you at the center. 



Nudges



3) Peak Media



Screen Time 



Paid Content



Ad Blocking?



Result
“Advertising is a tax on the poor”



4) Personalization Paradox



90% of Americans keep their location turned on their phone.

89% of Consumers want control of the ads they are served online.

62% of Consumers want control of the offers they are served 







Specificity

Success

We assume………..

Delta 
Airlines is 
amazing

Delta 
Airlines is 
amazing 

from NYC

Delta 
Airlines is 

amazing to 
Europe  

from NYC

Delta 
Airlines has 
great first 

class to Paris 
this summer 
on this cold 

Feb day
Tom, fly with 

us to Paris 
for your big 

meeting 
next month 
with Delta 

One



Relevant 

Personalization

Probability of 
 being right

Are we that confident?

Precise 

Broadcast 







Look at your own targeting advertising 
And recommendations 







Relevant 

Personalization

Probability of 
 being right

Are we that confident?

Precise 

Broadcast 

Success



Personalization

Maybe it’s more like this?

Shared cultural moment 
Bigness 
Wastage 

It’s perfect for me now 
Precision 

Chance of  
Success

It’s right for me / one day 
Relevance 
Purposeful 



Personalization

An insurgent DNVB with limited budget?

It’s perfect for me now 
Precision 

Chance of  
Success



Personalization

A big Cola brand?

Shared cultural moment 
Bigness 
Wastage 

It’s perfect for me now 
Precision 

Chance of  
Success

It’s right for me / one day 
Relevance 
Purposeful 



A new rule for the digital age. 
Just because you can doesn’t mean you should. 
Confidence needed.



5) New Retail



Subscriptions 



As media tends to 100% of media- each screen becomes interactive. 
And everything around you becomes the start of the purchase funnel. 
Media becomes commerce.





Image recognition and AI





Democratized Commerce









Be excited. 

Be curious about technology but obsessed with people. 

Not everything is different, most advertising principles have not changed. 

But what’s different is something to rethink around.

Take Outs



I didn’t forget AI 

It’s just what powers a lot of this. 

We have to focus on the strategy, consumer action, not the tech behind

Ohhh, and one thing





Thank you


